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 Medical images are usually corrupted by several noises starting right from the acquiring 

process complicating the automatic feature extraction and analysis of clinical data. To 

obtain the best possible diagnosis it is vital that medical images be clear, sharp, and free 
of noise and artifacts. In this research paper, we propose a hybrid method to denoise, 

detect and classify the tumour part from CT medical images. Our proposed approach 

consists of four phases, such as denoising, region segmentation, feature extraction and 
classification. In the denoising phase Maximum Likelihood estimation method is being 

used for removing noise. We have taken into consideration two noises, Gaussian and salt 

& pepper for the proposed technique. The performance of the proposed technique is 
assessed on the five CT images for the parameters, PSNR and SDME. In the 

segmentation process K-means clustering technique is employed. For the feature 

extraction, the parameters contrast, energy and gain are extracted. In classification, a 
modified technique called Cuckoo-Neuro Fuzzy (CNF) algorithm is developed and 

applied for detection of the tumour region. Then, classification is done based on the 
fuzzy rules generated. The proposed denoising technique have shown better values for 

the SDME of 69.8798 and PSNR of 25.1008 for salt & pepper noise which is very 

superior compared to existing methods. Moreover it has shown an accuracy of 96.9%. 
The obtained results have been found to be better than the existing methods. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Denoising of medical images like X-RAY, CT, MRI, PET and SPECT encompass diminutive information 

about heart, brain, nerves and more which leads physician for precise analysis of diseases (Naga Prudhvi Raj V., 

2012). In the case of CT, numerous mathematical and medical applications can be applied to conclude whether 

the normal tissue has been infected by the mutations of the cancer cell (Shanshan Wang, 2012; Ehsan 

Nadernejad, 2012). Recent wavelet thresholding based denoising methods have proved capable, during the 

conservation of the high frequency signal details (Anja Borsdorf, 2008). The threshold at certain scale is a 

constant for all wavelet coefficients in standard wavelet thresholding based noise reduction methods 

(Abdolhossein Fathi, 2012). Fundamentally, the noisy image is transformed into the wavelet domain, then the 

wavelet coefficients are shifted to soft or hard thresholding, and the result has been inverse-transformed in the 

final step (Sudipta Roy, 2010; Shutao Li, 2012). Medical image segmentation casts an amazing part in the 

treatment planning, identifying tumours, tumour volume, patient follow up and computer guided surgery. There 

is a flood of varied methods for performing the function of medical image segmentation (Minakshi Sharma, 

2012). 

In this study, a new denoising method based on Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation methods were 

proved to be very effective in denoising medical images along with spectral subtraction of the measured noise 

power from each signal acquisition is presented (Savitharaj, N.S., 2014; Arcan Erturk, M., 2013). The Proposed 

approach is an adaptive non local ML estimation method for denoising medical images in which the samples are 

selected in an adaptive way for the ML estimation of the true underlying signal. In this, we introduce a new, time 

efficient, image denoising method by applying maximum likelihood method directly to medical image 

acquisitions in k-space. Maximum likelihood method is simple and capable to handle dense noise image. This 
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method is capable to denoise multiple-coil acquired medical images. Both the non-central distribution and the 

spatially varying nature of the noise are taken into account in the proposed method. 

Feature extraction is the task of mining definite features from the pre-processed image. Nowadays, many 

diverse methods are employed for estimating texture like co-occurrence matrix, Fractals, Gabor filters, wavelet 

transform. Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) features are extensively utilized to break-up regular and 

irregular brain tumours (Minakshi Sharma, 2012; Jitendra Malik, 2001). K-means clustering is an appropriate 

method for biomedical image segmentation as the quantity of clusters is generally identified for images of 

particular regions of the human anatomy. A number of experimenters have launched associated investigations 

into K-means clustering segmentation.  Though a significant and noteworthy advancement has been made in this 

regard, still there is greater computational intricacy and the need for superfluous software functionality (Rakesh 

M., 2012). Clustering programs, like k-means and ISODATA, function in an unsupervised mode and have been 

performed on an extensive domain of categorization dilemmas (Kekre, H.B., 2010). For categorizing the tumour 

segments, physical classification tends to lead to manual flaws, in addition to relying heavily on person to 

person, protracted and elongated runtime along with non-reproducible outcomes. Therefore, an automatic or 

semi-automatic classification technique is the need of the hour as it tends to scale down the burden on the 

individual spectator, and also because accuracy does not become the casualty on account of exhaustion and 

mammoth quantity of images (Minakshi Sharma, 2012). In respect of tumour detection, several schemes such as, 

K-NN, bayesian classifier, neural network, fuzzy classifier are performed for automatic detection. When 

comparing with these methods, Neuro-Fuzzy is found to be better and this technique has been used in a lot of 

research areas. 

 

2. Existing Approaches: 

A few of the modern related works concerning the denoising and classification are reviewed in this section. 

A. Velayudham et al., (2013) have proposed an efficient technique to denoise CT images using Dual Tree 

Complex Wavelet Packet Transform and Empirical Mode Decomposition. O. Tischenko et al., (2005) have 

presented a structure-saving noise minimizing technique using the correlations between two images for 

calculation of threshold in the wavelet domain. In addition, Anja Borsdorf et al., (2008) by discovering a method 

to obtain spatially identical input images in case of CT have reduced the problems that occur in this technique. 

G.Y. Chen and B.Kegl (2005) devised an image denoising method by incorporating the dual-tree complex 

wavelets into the ordinary ridgelet transform. Joao M. Sanches et al., (2008) have examined and presented a 

bayesian denoising algorithm which copes with additive white Gaussian and multiplicative noise described by 

Poisson and Rayleigh distributions. Faten Ben Arfia et al., (2010) have developed a method for  image denoising  

in  the  filter  domain  based  on  the characteristics  of  the  Empirical  Mode  Decomposition (EMD)  and  the  

wavelet  technique. Guangming Zhang et al., have developed a model for CT medical image de-noising, which 

was using independent component analysis and curvelet transform. Syed Amjad Ali et al., (2010) have 

forecasted an efficient noise reduction technique for CT images using window-based Multi-wavelet 

transformation and thresholding. G. Landi and E. Loli  Piccolomini et al., (2012) have modeled a denoising 

problem in a Bayesian statistical setting by a non-negatively constrained minimization problem. 

Jue Wu and Albert C.S Chung (2009) stated a template-based framework and Markov dependence tree 

method for segmentation which were used to segment the deep brain structure. Also, a methodology has been 

developed using vector flow method to overcome the gradient vector flow, boundary vector flow, and magneto 

static active contour, but it has the limited range only (Qin A.K and David A. Clausi, 2010; Tao Wang et al., 

2009). On other hand, Zafer Iscan et al., (2010) have given a technique for segmenting the tumors in medical 

images. There, tumour identifications were done by 2D Continuous wavelet transform. Reza Farjam et al., 

(2012) have designed an approach to localize small metastatic lesions. The key problem in medical imaging was 

automatically segmenting an image into constituent heterogeneous process. Rakesh, M. and T. Ravi (2012) have 

presented a segmentation technique using fuzzy C-means algorithm. The segmentation performed only at an 

average speed in their method. Minakshi Sharma and Dr. Sourabh Mukharjee (2012) have formulated an 

approach for segmenting the brain tumor using Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) to overcome 

the speed factor of the fuzzy C-means algorithm. 

In Wavelet-Based Rician Noise Removal for Magnetic Resonance Imaging, the filtering methods for Rician 

noise removal has been explained and a novel wavelet-domain filter that adapts to variations in both the signal 

and the noise has been presented (Nowak R.D., 1999). This method provides a simple and effective approach. It 

reduces the image contrast and it takes low computation. The major drawback in this method is it takes complex 

program logic for difficult system. Methodologies to denoise magnitude magnetic resonance (MR) images, 

which are Rician distributed has also been devised (Jeny Rajan et al., 2011; Jeny Rajan et al., 2012; Sijbers J. et 

al., 1998). This method estimates the true, underlying signal from a local neighborhood within which the signal 

is assumed to be constant. The filtering in this approach produces blurred edges and loss of fine structures for the 

input image. To solve this problem they proposed a concept of restricted local neighborhoods where the true 

intensity for each noisy pixel is estimated from a set of preselected neighboring pixels. P. Perona and J.Malik 
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(1990) introduced a class of algorithms that realize anisotropic diffusion and can be applied with success to 

multiscale image segmentation. Anisotropic Diffusion preserves the edge junctions and the speed of computation 

is highly perfect. The major drawback of this paper is that the level of Noise varies significantly making the 

system insufficient to obtain a correct multiscale segmentation. Moreover, anisotropic diffusion can reduce the 

amount of work. A. Buades et al., (2005) have analyzed the performance of various digital image denoising 

methods and evaluated them. In this paper denoising is achieved by averaging all pixels in the image. The major 

advantage this approach is that it will remove the noise clearly and recover the true images. Its limitation is that a 

small mean square error does not assure a high visual quality. G. Gerig et al., (1992) have presented a research 

work based on Anisotropic Diffusion. The major advantage of this method is that it overcomes the blurring of 

object boundaries and also it increases the signal and reduces the source of noise. The major drawback of this 

method is inefficiency and loss of resolution. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: an introduction of the proposed technique is presented in 

Section 1. The literature works of the existing approaches are presented in Section 2. The proposed CT image 

denoising and classification technique is detailed in Section 3. The implementation methodology is figured and 

given in Section 4. The obtained results are discussed in Section 5. Finally, the conclusions are summed up in 

Section 6. 

 

3. Proposed Method: 

The main contribution of the proposed technique is to employ Maximum Estimation Likelihood approach to 

denoise the image. Then segmentation process is carried out with K-means clustering. For the feature extraction, 

the parameters contrast, energy and gain are extracted. In classification, a modified technique called Cuckoo-

Neuro Fuzzy (CNF) algorithm is developed and applied for detection of the tumour region. The overall diagram 

of the proposed technique is given in Figure 1. 

 
 

Fig. 1: Data flow diagram of the Proposed Method 

 

 Phase 1: Denoising 

Here Maximum Likelihood estimation approach is employed to remove noise from the medical CT images.       

 Phase 2: Segmentation  

The second phase detects the region of CT images using K-means clustering algorithm. 

 Phase 3: Feature extraction 

In this phase, feature parameters such as contrast, energy and gain are extracted using the segmented 

regions. 

 Phase 4: Classification 

Finally, a Cuckoo-Neuro Fuzzy algorithm is developed and used for detection of the tumour region. 

 

3.1 Denoising Phase: 

The proposed approach is an adaptive non local ML estimation method for denoising medical images in 

which the samples are selected in an adaptive way for the ML estimation of the true underlying signal. During 

acquisition process some time the k-space is sub-sampled to increase the acquisition speed, noise becomes 

spatially varying. The proposed method is capable to denoise multiple-coil acquired medical images. Both the 

non-central distribution and the spatially varying nature of the noise are taken into account. The denoising 

process of phase is as shown in Figure 2. 
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Fig. 2: Data flow diagram of the Maximum Likelihood Estimation Approach 

 

3.1.1 Dicom Reader: 

Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) is a tool for handling, printing, storing and 

transmitting data in medical imaging. It involves a file format definition and a network communication protocol. 

DICOM has been widely adopted by hospitals in medical imaging applications. Figure 3 shows the working 

principle of Dicom Reader. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Dicom Reader 

 

3.1.2 Preprocessing: 

In this sub-module, image is analyzed and preprocessing is employed that include image information 

calculation such as size, resolution and other aspects of the image that can be used for processing. The input 

image presents a set of weak features which need to be strengthened so that features can be extracted more 

accurately. The preprocessing technique used in this paper first converts the raw data into gray scale image based 

on the parameter such as resolution, size and so on. And it processes the gray scale image and produces the 

result. The preprocessing technique is shown in Figure 4. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Preprocessing 

 

3.1.3 Spectral Transform: 

The preprocessed result is transformed based on threshold based classification and produces the transformed 

result as shown in Figure 5. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Spectral Transform 

 

The spectral transform method is based on a dual representation of the scalar fields in terms of a truncated 

series of spherical harmonic functions and in terms of values on a rectangular tensor-product grid whose axes 

represent longitude and latitude. The representation of state variables in spectral space are the coefficients of an 

expansion in terms of complex exponentials and associated Legendre functions, as represented in the following 

equation, 
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    (1) 

Where, the associated Legendre function and the spectral coefficients are determined by the following 

equations. 

       (2) 

                   (3) 

 

3.1.4 Spectral Density Mapping 

Spectral density mapping includes the mapping of original information based on the available density. The 

higher dense information is processed as a group so that the relativeness among the system can be easily grouped 

and the variational approach can be easily processed as shown in Figure 6. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6: Spectral Density Mapping Process 

 

3.1.4.1 Local Information: 

Local spectral analysis of images via the two-dimensional continuous wave transformation is employed to 

trace the local structural based data of the system. 

 

3.1.4.2 Non-local Information: 

Non-local spectral analysis of images via the two-dimensional continuous wavelet transform is employed to 

track the local texture based information of the system that can be mapped to increase the overall performance of 

the system (J. Orchard et al., 2008; J.V Manjon et al., 2010). 

 

3.1.5 Spectral Subtraction: 

3.1.5.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimation: 

The true underlying intensity for each pixel is estimated using the ML estimation method and is applied on a 

set of non local (NL) pixels selected based on the intensity similarity of the pixel neighborhood. The number of 

NL pixels to be considered for ML estimation is fixed and is generally determined in a heuristic way. This fixed 

sample size can introduce under or over smoothing in the images. 

 

3.1.5.2 Adaptive Variance Identifier: 

This step is based on the threshold information. In this grouped data gets mapped into similar and non-

similar structure and identifies the non-similar data for the input image. Figure 7 shows the spectral subtraction 

process using Maximum Likelihood (ML) Estimation Approach. 

 

 
Fig. 7: Spectral Subtraction Process using ML approach 
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3.1.6 K-space Density Regularizer: 

The acquired complex signal fills k-space matrix. Each k-space row can be modeled as an underlying true 

signal plus Gaussian noise.  

                       (4) 

Where x(t)is the observed k-space signal, s(t)is the true underlying noiseless k-space signal, n(t)is the noise 

quotient and subscripts r and i are denoted as real and imaginary components respectively. The non-similar data 

are grouped by similar data as represented in Figure 8. 

 

 
 

Fig. 8: K-space Density Regularizer 

 

3.1.7 Spectral De-transformation: 

In this the similar grouped data gets de-transformed to obtain the clear denoised medical image as shown in 

Figure 9. 

 

 
 

Fig. 9: Spectral De-transformation 

 

3.2 Segmentation Phase: 

In this stage, regions are segmented from the denoised CT image by using K-means clustering algorithm. K-

means clustering segments the concerned CT image into two specific regions. The former region consists of the 

normal cells whereas the second region is composed of the tumourous cells. K-means clustering segments the CT 

image based on the intensity of pixels constituting the image. K-means is one of the most significant 

unsupervised learning algorithms with respect to clusters. Clustering means, grouping of pixels based on their 

characteristics. Here the image is clustered into k number of clusters. K-means clustering categorizes by 

minimizing the sum of squares of distances between data and the corresponding centroid of the cluster (A.K Jain, 

2010; R. Chitta and M.N Murty, 2010). Here, K-means clustering groups the pixels into two distinct clusters 

(k=2).The detailed step-by-steps of K-means clustering algorithm is presented as follows: 

1) Give the number of cluster value as k . Here, we have assumed as, 2k .  

2) Randomly choose the k  cluster centers.  

3) Calculate mean or center of the cluster. 

 

Kk
N

x

M
k

kici

i

,...2,1,
)(:






                                 (5)         

4) Next the pixels of the image are assigned to the closest cluster which satisfies the minimum Euclidean 

distance from the pixels values to the center of each cluster. 

KiMxiD ki ,...,1,maxarg)(
2


            (6)

 

5) If the distance is near to the center, then move to that cluster. 

6) Else move to the next cluster. 

7) Re-estimate the center. 

8) Repeat the process until the center doesn't move further. 

 

3.3 Feature Extraction Phase: 

After we have achieved success in extracting the region, the recognition is carried out by means of feature 

extraction and classification technique to categorize it as either normal or tumour. Feature extraction computes 

the characteristics of an image to describe its texture properties. Here some features for the classification of 

tumour images are being considered. 

 321 ,, FFFFV 
            (7) 
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These features are calculated for the two segmented regions in each CT as tumour and non-tumour and the 

feature vector which is formulated as, 

 NTTNTTNTT FFFFFFFV 332211 ,,,,,
           (8) 

Where,  
TF1  Contrast feature set of tumour region 

NTF1  Contrast feature set of Non-tumour region 

TF2  Energy feature set of tumour region 

NTF2  Energy feature set of Non-tumour region 

TF3  Entropy feature set of tumour region 

NTF3  Entropy feature set of Non-tumour region 

 

The feature vector FV is computed based on the features: 

 

 Contrast: 

The contrast (C) feature is defined as the divergence moment of the P matrix and constitutes a significant 

measure of the contrast. It is the amount of local variations present in an image. The formula for the estimation of 

the contrast is given below: 
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 Energy: 

Energy (E) is employed to express a measure of information in an image. The formula for determination of 

the energy is as follows: 
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 Entropy: 

An entropy (H) measure is a significant statistical measure of randomness which is employed to distinguish 

the texture inherent in the candidate region. The formula to compute entropy is as given below: 
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          (11) 

The extracted features to a cuckoo based neuro-fuzzy classifier to accomplish the classification process. 

 

3.4 Classification by CNF: 

In this phase, the extracted feature set  NTTNTTNTT FFFFFFFV 332211 ,,,,,  is given to the CNF 

classifier. In the CNF classifier, cuckoo search algorithm is employed for training the neural network and the 

fuzzy rules are generated according to the weights of the training sets. Then, classification is done based on the 

fuzzy rules generated. Section 3.4.1 describes best rule generation process using cuckoo search algorithm. 

Section 3.4.2 describes classification using neuro-fuzzy classifier. 

 

3.4.1 Best rule generation using Cuckoo Search: 

Cuckoo search algorithm is utilized to generate the best rule and this best rule is given for further processing 

(X.S Yang and S. Deb, 2009; E. Valian et al., 2011). The detailed process of the generating the best rules using 

cuckoo search algorithm is explained as follows, 

 

 Discretization: 

Initially, before the cuckoo search process, the training dataset TRDS , which consists of ""N number of 

attributes, is provided to the discretization function to relocate the input records into a discretized one. The 

generalization form of the training dataset is expressed by, 

 

 nlandmkdsDS ijTR  0  0;
       (12) 
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Discretization is an important step in data processing to transform the records with a specific interval. The 

utmost and least values of each and every attribute are located and the T interval is traced by consideration the 

relation between the deviated value and
thT value. 

For each and every l , the deviated value is calculated as follows: 

4

)min()(
 ll

l

dsdsMax
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            (17) 

Where,  

VL Very High, H High, 

M Medium, L Low 

Then, every value that comes within the range is replaced with the interval value so that the input data is 

transformed to the discretized data TRDS . After discretization function, the training dataset TRDS is converted 

into discretized format DDS . Where, the entire data element ),( lkDSD contain only the VL, L, M or H if 

4T . 

 

 Generating initial set of nests: 

Initially, „ n ‟ number of nests are engendered and each and every nest is broadly detailed as Very High 

(VL ), High ( H ), Medium ( M ), Low ( L ) and one class ( C ).  Here C corresponds to class (whether tumour 

or non-tumour). The population of nest „ n ‟ is supplied to the client along with the dimension (attributes) of the 

each and every nest ),( CfR ii  forming part of the image feature dataset. In other words, „ n ‟ solutions are 

furnished in a preliminary group of host nests, and each and every nest stands for the corresponding features. 

Where, if is the number of features, in which 1 represents Very High (VL ), 2 represents High ( H ), 3 

represents Medium ( M ), 4 represents Low ( L ) and Cclass. The initial solution and solution encoding 

process is depicted in Figure 10. 

 

 
Fig. 10: Solution encoding process 

 

 Fitness calculation: 

We compare the outcome result with the training and testing dataset and we calculate the accuracy through 

the following equation (18), as fitness function for each nest. 

D

i

DSdataset

theinRruleofsumFitness

ddiscretize


           (18) 

Where,  

DDS  discretized format data 
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iR  Rules 

 

 Nest updation: 

At this point, an arbitrary number ( j ) is created by using levy flight and the comparative remedy is chosen. 

Subsequently, the fitness of nest located in the initial group of nest corresponding to the arbitrary number is 

replaced by means of a new finest nest.  When the estimation of the fitness of the initial remedies is over, newest 

remedy is found out in accordance with the cuckoo operator. Based on the modifiable Levy flight, the cuckoo 

operator generates new remedies. A new remedy 
)1( tx for cuckoo i  is produced by employing a Levy flight 

along with the following equation: 
)()()1(  Levyt

i

t xx 

          (19) 

Where, )0(   symbolizes a step scaling size. This parameter must be connected to the scales of issue 

the algorithm is trying to locate a key to. In almost all the cases  can be fixed to the value of 1or a specific 

dissimilar constant. 

 

Best rule generation: 

From cuckoo search algorithm, logical rules, represented as }1;{ mjRR j  are derived by performing 

several iterations. Here, the rules should have two different decisions such as, 1 and 2. From the cuckoo search 

algorithm, best rules bestR  are generated and given as Figure 11. 

 

 
 

Fig.11: Best rules from Cuckoo Search algorithm 

 

3.4.2 Classification using Neuro-Fuzzy: 

Generation of fuzzy score using fuzzy system:  

The NF Classifier is a multi-layer feed forward network which comprises the ensuing levels.  The fuzzy 

interference system performs three dynamic functions as listed below:  

 Fuzzification  

 Rule Evaluation 

 Defuzzification  

Fuzzy inference is the unique procedure of generating a mapping from a prearranged input to the resultant 

output by the employment of a fuzzy logic. Thereafter, the mapping heralds a foundation and from this 

foundation appropriate decisions can be taken, and the patterns can be distinguished. The key task of fuzzy 

inference involves Membership Functions, Logical Operations, and If-Then Rules. The schematic graph of the 

fuzzy inference system (FIS) is vividly illustrated in Figure 12. 

 

 
 

Fig.12: Fuzzy Inference System Structure 
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 Fuzzification: 

In fuzzification process, the crusty quantities are changed into fuzzy. In our proposed method, the 

fuzzification process is carried out by employing the features that are extracted in section 4.2.3. The extracted 

features are
NTTNTTNTT FandFFFFF 332211 ,,,, , for each feature we perform fuzzification process. For the 

fuzzification process, we collect all the 
NTTNTTNTT FandFFFFF 332211 ,,,, features of the training images and 

compute each feature minimum (min) and maximum (max) values. The fuzzification process is performed by the 

following equations. 








 


3

minmax
min][ 1

LimitMinTFL

                      (20) 








 


3

minmax
][ 1 LimtMaxFL LimitMaxT

         (21) 

In the above equations 
LimitMinTFL ][ 1  and 

LimitMaxTFL ][ 1 are the minimum and maximum limit values of the 

feature
TF1 . The same equations are used for the features 

NTTNTTNTT FandFFFFF 332211 ,,,, to compute the 

minimum and maximum limit values. 

 

 Fuzzy Membership function: 
The membership function of each and every input is recognized in this stage. The membership function is 

planned by selecting the appropriate membership function. One of the prominent challenges in all fuzzy sets 

involves the appropriate decision of fuzzy membership functions, 

1) The membership function discharges its task efficiently by performing the complete demarcation of the 

fuzzy set. 

2) A membership function furnishes an assessment tool for estimating the level of resemblance of an 

element to a fuzzy set. 

3) Membership functions may assume any shape; however there occur certain general patterns which tend 

to emerge in bona fide applications. 

 

 Rule Evaluation: 

Using cuckoo search algorithm, we already generated the fuzzy rule set },1;{ TmjRR best
j

best   

that are given in the fuzzy rule base. The rule base contains a set of fuzzy rules.  

 

Neural network process: 

After the fuzzy interference process, the fuzzy score is generated and assigned to the neural network output 

parameter. Totally, we have assigned two output classes (parameter), (i) fuzzy score (ii) original feature set. The 

neural network is well trained with these extracted features and different numbers of unknown CT images are 

tested. The important steps involved in neural network are shown in Figure 13, as follows, 

Step 1: Put the input weights to every neuron except the neurons in the input layer. Here,
 

NTTNTTNTT FandFFFFF 332211 ,,,, are the input features such as contrast, energy, entropy for the tumour and 

non-tumour segmented region i.e. input of the network and outputCk )(
 
is the decision result from the FIS and 

original feature set, i.e. output of the network. 

Step 2: The neural network is designed with six input layers, iH hidden layer, and two output layer. The 

weights and then added to the neural network and it is biased. 

Step 3: To the output layer the output of the activation function ))(ln( iHf  is then broadcast all of the 

neurons: 

)()(
1

2 nCWoutputC l

N

n

nlkl 



         (22) 

Where i  and k  are the biases in the hidden layer and the output layer. 

Step 4: Compute the error between the desired output etTkC arg)(  and the output outputkC )(  produced by the 

feed-forward neural network, this is given by, 

outputCettCE kkv )(arg)( 
         (23) 
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In equation (23) ettkC arg)(
 
is the target output and outputkC )(  is the network output. 

 
 

Fig. 13: Proposed Neural Network Structure 

 

In testing phase, the input testing feature testFFF ],,[ 321 is given to fuzzy interference system and 

corresponding fuzzy score is generated. This fuzzy score is given to the neural network. The resultant value of 

neural network‟s output class is represented as 1A and 2A , and this value is compared with threshold value 1T . 










12

11

;

;
Re

TANormal

TAAbnormal
sult

         (24) 

In this way the CT images are classified as normal and abnormal. 

 

4. Implementation Methodology: 

This section presents the details about the simulation environment and the evaluation metrics are being 

discussed. The proposed approach of image denoising is experimented with the CT medical images and the result 

is evaluated with the PSNR and SDME. The obtained denoised image is then evaluated for the parameters 

sensitivity, specificity and accuracy for estimating the correctness of the image. 

 

4.1 Simulation Environment: 

The proposed method is implemented in a Windows machine having a configuration of Intel (R) core I5 

processor, 3.20 Ghz, 4 GB RAM and the operation system platform Is Microsoft Windows7 Professional. We 

have used Matlab latest version (7.12) for this proposed technique. 

 

4.2 Evaluation Metrics: 

The formulae used to compute the evaluation metrics PSNR, SDME, sensitivity, specificity and accuracy   

values are given as follows. 

 

4.2.1 Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR): 

The formula for PSNR value computation is (A.Velayudham et al., 2013), 

  




*

2
max

10log10

xyxy

hw

II

IIE
PSNR

 
Where, wI  and hI   Width and height of the denoised image 

xyI  Original image pixel value at coordinate ),( yx  

*
xyI  Denoised image pixel value at coordinate  ),( yx  

2
maxE  Largest energy of the image pixels 

 

4.2.2 Second Derivative Measure of Enhancement (SDME): 

The formula for SDME value computation is given by (Karen Panetta et al., 2011), 

lklkcenterlk

lklkcenterlk

III

III

kk
SDME

,min;,,,max;

,min;,,,max;

21 2

2
ln20

1
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Where the denoised image is divided into ( 21 kk  ) blocks with odd size, lkI ,max;  and lkI ,m in; correspond to 

the maximum and minimum values of pixels in each block whereas lkcenterI ,; is the value of the intensity of the 

pixel in the center of each block. 

 

4.2.3 Sensitivity, Specificity and Accuracy: 

The evaluation of proposed technique in different CT images are carried out using the following metrics as 

suggested by below equations, 

Sensitivity = 
negativesfalseofNopositivestrueofNo

positivestrueofNo

..

.


 

 

Specificity = 
positivesfalseofNonegativestrueofNo

negativestrueofNo

..

.


 

 

Accuracy = 
positivesfalsenegativestruenegativesfalsepositivestrueofNo

negativestrueofnumberpositivestrueofNo





.

.

 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

In Table 1, the proposed technique is compared with the existing technique (Sachin D. Ruikar, 2011). 

 
Table 1: Comparison Table Of Proposed With Existing Technique (Sachin D. Ruikar, 2011) 

Input  

CT images 

Proposed 
Denoised CT 

images 

Noise Variance level 
Proposed Technique 

Existing (Sachin D. Ruikar , 
2011) 

PSNR SDME PSNR SDME 

  

 

Gaussian 

0.02 21.1287 46.7269 16.7166 43.7036 

0.04 19.6213 44.338 14.7828 37.9114 

0.06 18.646 43.9474 13.5612 34.4204 

Salt & Pepper 

0.02 25.1008 69.8798 21.634 52.0768 

0.04 25.0776 64.9669 18.567 46.527 

0.06 20.4357 43.101 17.0057 38.0931 

  

Gaussian 

0.02 21.3186 48.9719 16.8026 45.1277 

0.04 19.9728 47.3975 14.8172 38.9988 

0.06 18.6979 46.162 13.6043 35.6109 

Salt & Pepper 

0.02 29.841 67.5065 21.8661 52.9996 

0.04 21.7599 65.2206 18.918 49.4154 

0.06 20.5562 44.0129 16.9189 38.2141 

  

Gaussian 

0.02 21.206 48.2659 16.7567 45.1306 

0.04 19.9561 48.3279 14.8153 39.8488 

0.06 18.828 47.5855 13.5965 35.9237 

Salt & Pepper 

0.02 22.5698 67.9266 21.7306 63.3859 

0.04 21.2678 64.7767 18.8978 49.0446 

0.06 20.5852 43.7783 17.0635 39.7519 

  

Gaussian 

0.02 21.3496 49.7599 16.7834 45.4059 

0.04 19.9989 46.7261 14.856 39.5777 

0.06 18.9786 46.0037 13.5704 36.3572 

Salt & Pepper 

0.02 22.1813 64.3396 21.8897 54.1842 

0.04 21.4148 68.8235 18.7489 48.8421 

0.06 20.8899 43.8492 17.0178 38.2939 

  

Gaussian 

0.02 21.1233 47.992 16.7386 43.3181 

0.04 19.8723 46.4375 14.8244 37.8772 

0.06 18.8407 44.4947 13.5808 34.7142 

Salt & Pepper 

0.02 21.7314 65.8095 21.4638 50.4402 

0.04 21.1082 63.1082 18.9884 49.5018 

0.06 19.9906 42.0401 16.9854 38.365 

 

In this paper, we have compared our proposed denoising technique against existing technique (D. Sachin 

Ruikar, 2011) with five CT images. The performance analysis has been made for the evaluation metrics such as 

PSNR and SDME. By analyzing the evaluation metrics, the performance of the proposed technique has 

significantly improved the PSNR and SDME values. Totally, from Table 1, the proposed denoising technique has 

achieved better results when compared with the existing technique (D. Sachin Ruikar, 2011). Table 2 shows the 

results after the extraction of features taking into consideration the parameters contrast, energy and entropy. The 

evaluation results of the proposed against existing technique have shown better outcomes. 

Sensitivity, Specificity and Accuracy graphs are shown in Figure 14 to 16. In Figure 14, the proposed 

approach achieved the sensitivity of about 96.9% whereas the existing approach achieved only 8.7% in training-
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testing ratio (70-30). In Figure 15, the proposed technique achieved the specificity of 78.89% whereas the 

existing approach achieved only 72.27% in training-testing ratio (80-20). In Figure 16, the proposed approach 

achieved the accuracy of about 79.809% whereas the existing approach achieved only 76.92% in training-testing 

ratio (90-10). Totally, the proposed tumour detection technique has obtained better performance evaluation when 

compared to the existing technique. 

 
Table 2: Output parameters after feature extraction 

Input CT Images Proposed Denoised CT Images Contrast Energy Entropy 

  

0.8095 653456 1.2239 

  

0.7089 945342 1.4876 

  

0.6881 832579 1.1567 

  

0.7883 710543 1.2765 

  

0.8765 599876 1.2314 

 

 
Fig. 14: Sensitivity graph of proposed with existing 

 

 
Fig. 15: Specificity graph of proposed with existing 

 

 
Fig. 16: Accuracy graph of proposed with existing 
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Conclusion: 

In this paper, we have provided a methodology for medical image denoising and a classification technique 

using Non-local denoising, based on ML Estimation approach and Cuckoo-Neuro Fuzzy classifier. In this paper 

a framework was presented to optimize the performance of medical images taking into consideration two noises, 

Gaussian and salt & pepper, evaluating the noise levels on five CT images for the parameters PSNR and SDME. 

For comparison analysis, our proposed denoising technique is compared with the existing work in various noise 

levels. Our obtained outcomes have confirmed that the proposed denoising technique have shown better values 

for the SDME of 69.8798 and PSNR of 25.1008 for salt & pepper noise which is very superior and very 

effective, compared to existing methods. Moreover its performance was evaluated qualitatively and it has shown 

an accuracy of 96.9% towards tumour detection, which is much better when compared to existing methods. 
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